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Abstract- Network Security is most important concerns with concept of designing and managing a secured network and information security in any 

enterprise or organization management efficiently. Secure a network mainly involves applying policies and procedures to protect  from 

unauthorized access.  This paperwork demonstrates the tasks needed to enhance the network security using in Linux environment. And also this 

paperwork describes the importance open source software linux policies for secure the information. The Linux is open source software can get 

software upgrades directly from internet. This research project explores the key role of Linux configurations that the server an easy target to 

hackers over the internet. By following industry best practices by some security configurations, a Linux Server can be well secured. This research 

project explores and suggests best practices for the general hardening for common Linux security services such as  Proxy server, Apache Web 

Server, and  firewall (IPTABLES) to block connections to unwanted ports and blocking bad traffic and minimize unauthorized access and 

maximize security, privacy  and access protection of organization network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Network security is an important task to manage information 

security. Network security is defined as the policies and 

procedures followed by a network administrator to protect the 

network devices from threats and simultaneously. The 

unauthorized users must be prevented from accessing the 

network. This research paper focusing the importance of Open 

Source Software Linux for implementing the network policies 

for well maintaining the organizational network. Network 

firewalls are devices or systems that control the flow of traffic 

between networks employing different security postures. The 

network traffic flow is controlled according to a firewall policy. 

The filtering decision is based on a firewall policy defined by 

network administrator. For each type of network traffic, there 

are one or more different rules. Every network packet, which 

arrives at firewall, must be checked against defined rules until 

first matching rule is found. The packet will be then allowed or 

banned access to the network, depending on the action 

specified in the matching rule. Packet filtering allows you to 

explicitly restrict or allow packets by machine, port, or machine 

and port. For instance, you can restrict all packets destined for 

port 80 (WWW) on all machines on your LAN except machine 

selected computers. IP firewalls are used to set up, maintain, 

and inspect the tables of IP packet filter rules in the Linux 

kernel. Several different tables may be defined. Each table 

contains a number of built-in chains and may also contain user- 

defined chains[1,5].  
 

II. LINUX OVERVIEW 
 

 Linux is an open-source operating system, as it has the main 

beneficial features where users can modify the code. It is 

designed in such a way that it can run on different types of 

hardware. Linux also supports different types of servers to run 

on it and it supports web browser like Mozilla Firefox. Linux is 

used in a network because, it has a kernel programming 

interface, can support many users, can run multiple tasks,  

 provides a secure hierarchical file system, is portable and 

has a large collection of useful utilities for users with 

network-related responsibilities. Linux operating system 

supports in building firewalls, IP firewalls and squid proxy 

server. Linux IP firewalls which are used between WAN 

and LAN, provide good security and data filter from WAN 

network. IP firewalls are used to set up, maintain, and 

inspect the tables of IP packet filter rules in the Linux 

kernel. Several different firewalls may be defined. IP 

firewalls is currently the default firewall package that 

comes from Red Hat Linux. IP firewalls can do filters and 

firewall rules by usernames,  by source and destination 

ports, by source host and destination hosts, by URLs, by IP 

addresses and filtering by MAC address[5,10] 
 

III. LINUX NETWORKS 

Linux is used to drive networks in mission-critical 

environments and system/network administrators working 

in those environments must have far deeper expertise than 

ever before. Advanced Linux Networking picks up where 

conventional Linux networks, helping experienced Linux 

system and network administrators accomplish more and 

more solve more problems.  The Linux networks structured 

into four sections, each essential to the working Linux 

administrator: Low-Level Configuration, Local Network 

Servers, Internet Servers, and Network Security and Router 

Functions. In-depth coverage includes: kernel and TCP/IP 

configuration, alternative network stacks, server start up 

scripting, DHCP configuration, Kerberos authentication, 

printer sharing, mail protocols, remote login servers, GUI 

access, remote system administration, network backups, 

iptables firewalls, and VPNs. The extensive section on 

Internet services shows how to handle virtual domains and 

secure sites; analyze Apache log files; and run FTP servers; 

and contains detailed coverage of SMTP-based email 

systems [13]. 
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3.1. Linux Networks Hardware and Software issues 

The security issues need to be considered and potentially deal 

with number of different tools and process available security 

exposures they represent. These issues are described in the 

following some representative software and hardware security 

issues in linux networks. Many of these software products can 

be downloaded from one or more of the Web sites listed in. 

Some of the security measures described is obvious and in 

common usage such as passwords it is used in the Linux 

networks.  

The Internet has become a hazardous place, in the last few 

years. As the traffic increases and more important transactions 

are taking place your risk grows as bad guys try to damage, 

intercept, steal or alter your data. If there is something worth 

stealing then someone will try and steal it. Linux-based systems 

have no special exclusion from this universal rule. A primary 

reason that Linux systems are so popular is because they are 

robust and have many sophisticated security measures.  

3.2. Firewalls Security in Linux 

A firewall is one of the most widely used solutions for the 

Internet world. All traffic inside to outside and vice versa, must 

pass through the firewall.   

A firewall is one of the most widely used solutions for the 

Internet world. All traffic inside to outside and vice versa, must 

pass through the firewall. Different types of firewalls have 

different types of rules and security policies. The authorized 

traffic will be sent based only on local policies. The firewall 

itself is protected, i.e.; it uses a trusted hardware and operating 

system[17]. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 

The open source operating system software RedHat Linux is 

the provide security for network using network policies Proxy 

server, Web server and Firewall. The live experimental setup as 

follows. 

  

4.1.Proxy Server filtering web content  

Squid is a proxy server for caching and filtering web content. 

Squid proxy is used by various organisation and internet 

providers to reduce bandwidth and to increase response time. 

Squid proxy service will cache the requested web-content and 

re-using it for the further request of the same content. 

  

Squid is the most popular proxy server for linux systems. It also 

used for the web filtering. Its widely use for increasing web 

server speed by caching repeated data. 

 

In the below diagram, squid proxy will cache the web content of 

cse.cits.com.com from the ISP during the first request and it 

will deliver the cached content for the further requests of 

cse.cits.com without requesting from ISP. This will reduce 

bandwidth and will increase response time as the content is 

delivered from the local network[10]. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      

                 Fig.1 Proxy Server in Linux 

 

Implementation of Proxy Server in Linux 

Configuration and install of  squid server 

#yum install squid 

1. Share specific website with squid 

#acl shareip dstdomain 192.168.10.10 

#http_access allow 192.168.10.10 

 

Block specific website with squid 

#acl blocksite1 dstdomain yahoo.com 

#acl blocksite2 dstdomain www.rediff.com 

#http_access deny blocksite1 

#http_access deny blocksite2 

 

2. create a file /etc/squid/blockwebsites.lst and  

put domain names one per per line and add below  

rule in squid configuration file. 
 

#cat /etc/squid/blockwebsites.lst 

yahoo.com 

facebook.com 

rediff.com 
 

#acl blocksitelist dstdomain "/etc/squid/blockwebsites.lst" 

#http_access deny blocksiteslist 
 

4.2.Apache Server Web Page Authentication and 

Security 

Web Page Authentication Security in Linux using  

Apache server. Only authorized users can login the web 

page content. The following method used to 

implementation method for creating Web Page 

authentication in Linux as follows.  

#htpasswd 

#htpasswd -c /etc/httpd/.htpasswd deepak 

New password: 

Re-type new password: 

Adding password for user Deepak 

Next create a .htaccess file with below content at 

/var/www/html/secret/.htaccess 

AuthType Basic 

AuthName "Secret Files" 

AuthUserFile /etc/httpd/.htpasswd 

Require user Deepak 

We are all set up to start out httpd server 

# systemctl restart httpd 

# systemctl is-active httpd 

http://www.jetir.org/
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    Fig.2 Password authentication for web page access  

 

4.3. Firewalls (IP Tables) Network based security   

 

Managing network traffic is one of the toughest jobs a system 

administrators in Organization.. The Administrator  must 

configure the firewall in such a way that it will meet the system 

and users requirements for both incoming and outgoing 

connections, without leaving the system vulnerable to 

attacks.  IP Tables is a Linux command line firewall that allows 

system administrators to manage incoming and outgoing traffic 

via a set of configurable table rules. IP Tables uses a set of 

tables which have chains that contain set of built-in or user 

defined rules[10].  

 

Configuration and Implementation of  IP Tables in Linux 

 

To Start/Stop/Restart Iptables Firewall 

#/etc/init.d/iptables start  

# /etc/init.d/iptables stop 

# /etc/init.d/iptables restart 

 

Specific IP Address in IPtables Firewall 

 

If you find an unusual or abusive activity from an IP address 

you can block that IP address with the following rule: 

# iptables -A INPUT -s 192.168.10.10  -j DROP 

 

Unblock IP Address in IPtables Firewall 

If you have decided that you no longer want to block requests 

from specific IP address, you can delete the blocking rule with 

the following command: 

# iptables -D INPUT -s 192.168.10.10 -j DROP 

 

Block Facebook on IPtables Firewall 

Some employers like to block access to Facebook to their 

employees. Below is an example how to block traffic to 

Facebook. 

 

First find the IP addresses used by Facebook: 

# host facebook.com  

facebook.com has address 66.220.156.68 

# whois 66.220.156.68 | grep CIDR 

CIDR: 66.220.144.0/20 

You can then block that Facebook network with: 

# iptables -A OUTPUT -p tcp -d 66.220.144.0/20 -j DROP 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.3 Fire wall Network protection policy 

 

V.COMPARATIVE STUDY & REULTS 

 

The comparative study is enhance the live implementation 

and security levels of  using Proxy server, Firewall and 

Web page security. These Performance levels and 

utilization report of these Security levels in Linux is as 

follows. 

 

5.1. Analysis of Proxy Server filtering web content 
 

Table1: Proxy server for filtering network traffic of web 

pages. 

Security 

(in %)  

Fast 

Accessin

g of Web 

Pages  

(in %) 

Access 

IP 

Addres

s 

(in %) 

Blocking 

IP 

address 

(in %) 

Blocking 

web 

content 

(in %) 

Proxy 

Server 

80 90 90 90 

 

Fig.4 Proxy server for filtering network traffic of web 

pages. 

 

5.2. Analysis of Apache Server Web Page 

Authentication and Security 
  

Table2: Web Page authentication of  users logins and 

passwords 
 

Security  

(in %)  

Web Page 

access 

(in %) 

Web page 

secure 

access 

(in %) 

Web Page  

Access 

 login &  

password 

(in %) 

Web Page 

Access 

90 95 85 
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Fig.5 Graph Showing the authentication in web page  

 

5.3. Analysis Firewalls (IP Tables) Network based security   

 

The security and filtering capability of Firewall IP Tables 

implemented in Linux  in a tabular form. 

 

Table3: Firewalls for filtering traffic method. 

 
Security 

(in %) 

Drop 

IP 

address 

(in %) 

Block 

Social 

websites 

access 

(in% ) 

Block 

Social 

website

s access 

(in %) 

Accept IP 

Address 

access 

(in %) 

Firewalls 

(IP 

Tables) 

90 85 90 85 

 

 
 

Fig.6 Graph of suing firewall for filtering traffic Proxy Server 

 

CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 
 

In this topic security in Linux Environment implementation and 

research of enhancing network security is done. The Security is 

not only limited in choosing a secured operating system or 

secured server configurations, but it is also related the both 

physical and application security configured in the network. 

The above implementation security methods by using Open 

source software Linux secure polices are important for 

Administrator to put secure of organization. Moreover, 

periodical enhancement of network security is to be performed 

in order to get rid of day to day attacks. The Secure 

environment information are to be configured securely and 

placed in a security system. In this scenario use the Firewall 

-which not usage the unauthorized users entering the network or 

accessing the information Network audit information such as 

log messages and network monitoring tool’s record will also 

helps in securing the network by providing information about 

 

area of research in which policies and procedures used for 

security implementation are updated frequently, based on 

types of new attacks discovered. In future work, we 

enhance more secure methods using Linux for 

implementing network policies for useful way. 
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